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An Image Analysis Method
for the Automatic Measurement
of Selected Morphological Features of Wheat Shoots
1. Introduction
The aim of this work was to establish the method for evaluation of wheat shoot length
and area on the basis of scanned images. The measurement of shoot size is a useful tool for
estimation of severity of metal-induced stresses. The plant material considered in this study
was cultivated in the Department of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry of University of
£ód and was the subject of experiments on toxic effects of heavy metals on young wheat
organisms as well as beneficial effect of selenium. The plants were exposed to the chemical factors during first five weeks of cultivation. Building the algorithm for wheat shoot
measurements has been a part of a series collaborative studies on cereal species. Previously
the automated methods for root systems measurement [2] as well as the detection of root
discolourations of different origins [3] have been prepared.

Fig. 1. The block diagram of wheat shoots image measurement system
* Computer Engineering Department, Technical University of Lodz, Poland
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The measurement system acquisition is based on a flatbed scanner with 300 dpi and
24 bit/pixel resolutions, controlled by firmware software package. The scanner is connected
via USB to a laptop equipped with dual core processor Intel Core (TM) 2 Duo T5750 2 GHz,
4 GB RAM and operating system Windows 7 32 bit (Fig. 1).
The measurement algorithm has been developed in MATLAB 2010 environment
also applying Visual Studio Express 2008 C++ compiler to create selected, time-critical
functions as MEX files, with the purpose to speed up their execution [14]. Obtained measurement results are sent to Excel application file to preserve them for further studies.

2. Wheat shoot objects segmentation
The examined wheat shoots are placed horizontally on a scanner glass so that the
stem is always located on the right side of an acquired image (Fig. 2). The tested material
comes from hydroponic cultures, so it has no soil pollutions. The shoots are always green
or locally yellow-green. To facilitate image segmentation they are put on a uniformly
coloured, highly saturated background with the colour different from any colour visible in
plant tissue – typically blue as shown in Figure 2.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. The example images of wheat shoots underlying measurement on a blue background:
a) typical shoot with two leaves; b) one-leaf shoot (the second leaf is small
and hidden inside the main leaf blade)
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Thanks to providing highly saturated background colours global thresholding of
the hue image component IH (Equ. (1)) has been selected for shoots segmentation [1].
The built-in library functions from Image Processing Toolbox have been used for this purpose [15].

{I H , I S , IV } = rgb2hsv( I RGB )

(1)

where:
IRGB – an original colour leaf image,
IH, IS, IV – hue, saturation an value images respectively.
The hue image thresholding is expressed by:
I B = im2bw( I H , graythresh( I H ))

(2)

where graythresh computes the threshold value according to the Otsu method [12] and
im2bw executes thresholding over IH. The hue image component from definition is independent on illumination level, moreover even illumination is ensured at the scanning in the
whole field of view, so the proposed global threshold is a reasonable solution to obtain
the binary mask image IB from a shoot image. An example segmentation result has been
shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. The segmentation result example of shoot image from Figure 2a

The segmentation stage is finished with two “cleaning” procedures [13, 15]:
1) imfill (IB, holes)  to fill all potential holes that could appear inside of shoot object,
2) bwareaopen (IB, AMIN)  with the limited area AMIN defining small junk objects to
remove.
The segmentation divides the original image IRGB in two parts: binary shoot object OB
marked as white and its black background.
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3. Shoot object contouring
The shoot contour is used to find shoot object specific locations like the tip and the
basal end, offshoot starting pixels and the tips of all leafs important for further image analysis. Optionally the contour can be smoothed before the skeletoning step of shoot object
(Fig. 3) to avoid spurious skeleton branches, which don’t represent leaf’s medial axes and
are induced by contour ripples. The contour is obtained by tracing 8-adjacent white edge
pixels of the shoot object OB, using right most looking rule [5]. The tracking function from
MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox used for this purpose is shown in Equ. (3).

C = [( yc , xc )] = bwboundaries( I B , Nb )

(3)

where:
C – the array of contour points (yc, xc),
Nb = 8 – means 8-connectivity of neighbour pixels.
The contour smoothing consists in the applying of Elliptical Fourier Descriptors
(EFD) to limit contour frequencies [7]. The forward and inverse transform have been written as separate functions in MEX files complying with the Fourier series expansion rules:
N
⎛ 2πnt ⎞ N
⎛ 2πnt ⎞
x 'c = a0 + ∑ an cos ⎜
⎟ + ∑ bn sin ⎜
⎟
⎝ T ⎠ n =1
⎝ T ⎠
n =1
N

⎛ 2πnt ⎞ N
⎛ 2πnt ⎞
y 'c = c0 + ∑ cn cos ⎜
⎟ + ∑ d n sin ⎜
⎟
T
⎝
⎠ n=1
⎝ T ⎠
n =1

(4)

where:
T – the number of steps needed to traverse the entire contour,
t – the step required to traverse 1 pixel along the closed-contour C,
an, bn, cn, dn – frequency coefficients truncated to the N of harmonics to create
a smooth approximation of the boundary.
The rules for calculation of the coefficient values an, bn, cn, dn are given e.g. in [11].
After EFD filtering the consecutive transformed pixels of the new contour C(xc', yc')
are connected with lines creating the rim of a new object which inside is then filled as
a “hole”(imfill).
Unfortunately, especially immature leafs are very narrow at tips and include high contour frequencies, what suggests careful cutting of the harmonics and dense contour
sampling to avoid post filtering deformations. With these assumptions EFD filtering is very
time-consuming and therefore is regarded only as an option, which can be replaced in most
cases by appropriate skeleton pruning. The illustration of zoomed shoot contours with and
without EFD smoothing has been shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. The zoomed fragments of wheat shoot object contour after smoothing with EFD transform
(first 64 harmonics). The contour is shown in white, the object in grey

4. The extraction and analysis of medial axes
The evaluation and tracing of medial axes plays a key role in the shoots measurement
algorithm. The thinning procedure published in [8] has been selected, which is relatively
robust to possible contour distortions. It is embedded in the following MATLAB function:
I SK = bwmorph( I B , ' thin ', Inf )

(5)

where:
ISK – binary image of shoot skeleton,
Inf – means stop thinning when no ISK image changes occur between iterations.
The skeleton image ISK obtained in Equ. (5) consists of white skeleton pixels and
a black background. Before further analysis it should be changed to a graph form. This
mapping includes the following three stages:
1) the identification of skeleton end nodes and internal nodes,
2) traversing white pixels between each end node and the other first-encountered node,
3) traversing white pixels from the internal nodes which 8-connected white neighbours
are still unused.

Fig. 5. The 3×3 neighbourhood Nb(p0) of a white pixel p0 in the skeleton image ISK
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Based on 3×3 pixel neighbourhood illustrated in Figure 5 end node has been defined as
a white pixel p0 satisfying the following conditions [6]:
8

∑ I SK ( pi ) ≤ 2

∧

8

∑

i =1

i =1

8

8

∑ I SK ( pi ) = 3

∧

∑

pi+ = 1 or

i = 2,4,K

i =1

(6)

pi+

=1

Additionally every internal node p0 can be determined by:
8

∑ I SK ( pi ) > 2

i =1

∧

8

∑ pi+ > 2

(7)

i =1

In both cases ISK(pi) ∈ {0,1}, pi+ means positive slope (ISK(pi–1) = 0 ∧ ISK(pi) = 1) in
a cyclical traversal through the neighbours of p0 pixel.
The path Bi between two skeleton nodes is tracked in every neighbourhood Nb(pj) of
currently labelled pixel pj by selecting its successor pj+1. This pixel is the nearest white
neighbour pn = NN(pj), for which ISK(pn) = 1 (firstly 4-connected neighbours). The path Bi
represents a pixel array corresponding to the skeleton graph edge assigned to the initial
tracking node. The tracking algorithm has been symbolically written in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. The pseudo-code snippet for the identification of skeleton branches; Bi  the array
of i-th branch pixels, N  the array of skeleton nodes, nN  the number of skeleton nodes,
[ ]  empty array operator
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The graph of shoot skeleton is finally stored as the array of branch starting nodes N,
and the set of branch pixel arrays {Bi: i = 1, ..., nN} associated with these nodes. Let V
means the array of only the end nodes and {Ei: i = 1, ..., nV} the set of respective end
branches associated with them.
a)

b)

Fig. 7. The example fragments of non smoothed wheat shoot skeleton before pruning with visible
false branches: a) the fork at the end of a stem; b) the false branch across a stem

The wheat shoot skeleton can include false branches (paths) going from the midline to
the larger ripples of a shoot contour. The branches are much shorter than those mapping main
leaf axes because they run across the long and narrow leaf blades of wheat (Fig. 7). To get rid
of them, the pruning scheme has been applied to the skeleton graph as in Figure 8 [4, 10].

Fig. 8. The algorithm of shoot object skeleton pruning, nV  the number of skeleton end nodes,
V(i)  the array of end nodes, Ei  the array of i-th end branch.

The operator “[ ]” symbolises deleting a single element from the node array V and ‘\’
subtracting from the skeleton graph of all branches E shorter than Lmin. When it is necessary
the code illustrated in Figure 8 can be repeated as long as the length condition stays active.
By definition and also after pruning the shoot skeleton branches don’t touch shoot object
contour and therefore must be extrapolated as tangent lines at the end nodes up to the contour. This enables dividing the shoot contour into several distances separated by specific
pixels Pi (P0, ..., P3 in Fig. 9).
The pixel P0 labels the shoot base and is assumed to be the rightmost pixel of the
contour. On the contrary the shoot tip (P2 in Fig. 9) is found as the leftmost pixel. The tips of
other leaves (P1, P3) are pointed by the skeleton end nodes extrapolated to the intersection
with the contour line. Let the skeleton nodes and branches after the extrapolation be stored
in arrays with the same names as before.
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Fig. 9. The topological model of wheat shoot with extrapolated skeleton lines
and the characteristic boundary points P0  shoot base, P1, P2, P3  leaf tips,
Q1, Q3  leaf branching points, C  shoot contour

Then
Pi = Ei ( p1 ) = V (i )

(8)

where:
V – the end nodes array of extrapolated skeleton Ei,
Ei – the extrapolated skeleton branch array beginning with the i-th end node,
p1 – the first pixel of a branch, p1 ∈ {P1, ..., PM}.
The group of leaf branching pixels Qi (Fig. 9) is required to isolate individual leaves,
what is necessary for computing of their areas. Based on the architecture of tested wheat
shoots these points can be found as the locally rightmost contour pixels on the contour
sections between the pixels Pi, Pi+1 of two consecutive leaf tips. The contour pixels C(x, y)
are traversed from the shoot base P0 according to the C array order, but excluding the first
and last sections (P0P1 and P3P0 in Fig. 9). Furthermore the pixels Qi must be shifted to the
right in comparison to the ends of the considered contour distance PiPi+1 and be located far
enough from each of them.
Qi = max C ( x, y ), C ( x, y ) ∈ ( Pi , Pi +1 ), i ∈ {1,K , M − 2}

(9)

x

where M – the number of end nodes (their skeleton branches).
A more sophisticated method of Qi searching can be the detection of a pixel with
maximum concavity in the distance PiPi+1 assuming proper averaging level at the convexity
computing.
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To determine cut-off lines for individual leaves the detected offshoot (branching)
pixels Qi must be associated with the appropriate pixels Ri and Ri' on the opposite sides of
shoot leaves. The pixel Ri in Figure 9 represents the location closest to the Qi in the distance
Pi–1Pi (or Pi+1Pi+2 for shoot’s lower part, below main axis) (Equ. (10)); the pixel Ri' is the
next closest location to the Qi out of Pi–1Pi and Pi+1Pi+2 distances, also on the other side of
the shoot tip PT.

(
(

)
)

⎧ jm = arg min ρ C j , Qi ∧ C j ∈ Pi −1 Pi , Qi ∈ P0 PT
⎪
j
Ri = C jm ( x, y ) : ⎨
⎪ jm = arg min ρ C j , Qi ∧ C j ∈ Pi +1 Pi + 2 , Qi ∈ PT P0
j
⎩

(10)

where:
ρ – the distance between two pixels,
Cj – the j-th contour point.
Taking above into account leaf separation comes down to the plotting in black straight
line distances QiRi, QiRi', i ∈ {1, ..., M–1} inside of the binary image IB. The incremental
line plotting procedure inclinexy prepared for this purpose follows line equation through
4-connected neighbours of each pixel (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. The pseudo-code of shoot leaf separation, v = 0  the value associated
with cut-off line pixels

5. Digital measurements principles
The proposed algorithm includes the following measurements of shoots geometry:
 the estimation of shoot stem length as well as the lengths of the primary and lower
leaves,
 the area calculation of each leaf formerly separated as explained in the previous section.
It is assumed that the leaf lengths correspond to the lengths of end branches of the
extrapolated skeleton. The branches are stored as Ei (i = 1, ..., nV) arrays previously used in
Equ. (8). Other lengths are calculated for internal branches of {Bi: i = 1, ..., nN}.The simplest length measurement can be expressed as (Lebowitz) [9]:
Li =

1
SF

Mi

∑

j =2

Pj −1Pj (i) ,

⎧⎪ 2 if V x j = 1 ∧ V y j = 1
Pj −1Pj = ⎨
⎪⎩ 1 otherwise

(11)
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where:
Li – the length of the skeleton branch Bi,
Mi – the number of pixels in the skeleton branch Bi,
Pj–1 Pj – the j-th section between two consecutive pixels along the branch Bi (Fig. 11)
with horizontal and vertical distances Δxj and Δyj respectively,
SF – the dpi resolution (in X or Y direction).

Fig. 11. The skeleton of shoot model from Figure 9. P0  shoot base, P1, P2, P3  leaf tips,
Li  the length of skeleton branch Bi, Ni  internal nodes

This method always gives overestimated lengths because of winding path between
consecutive pixels (8 plane directions). To improve length measurement precision every
sequence of pixels Bi = [(xj, yj)] representing discrete curve is approximated with cubic
splines. For this purpose the function csaps from MATLAB’s Spline Toolbox [16] has been
applied in the following way:

(

[ xk yk ]T = csaps [d j ], [ x j y j ]T , α,[d k ]

)

(12)

j = 1,K , M i , k = 1,K , N i

where:
[xj, yj]
[dj]
[dk]
α
[xk, yk]

–
–
–
–
–

the input branch pixel array: Bi = [(xj, yj)],
the array of Bi pixel distances from the initial pixel Pi,
the array of new distance parameter after smoothing,
approximation factor in the smoothing process α = 0.75.
the new branch pixel array after smoothing and subsampling of Bi.

The cubic spline smoothing function can approximate branch pixels in a subpixel grid,
denser than the grid of image matrix ISK with an original branch (Ni ≈ 10×Mi). The length
measurement in the new grid can be expressed as:
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1
SF

Ni

∑

k =2

Pk −1 Pk (i ) , Pk −1 = ( xk −1 , yk −1 ), Pk = ( xk , yk )
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(13)

where:
Li – he length of i-th shoot branch,
||Pk–1,Pk|| – the Euclidean distance (in pixels) of two consecutive branch dense
pixels,
SF – the linear scale factor (in X or Y direction) set as a dpi resolution
at a scanning process and then read from JPEG image header,
Ni – the number of dense pixels in the branch Bi.
The computation of shoot partial areas starts from the binary image IB with leaves
isolated by the algorithm contained in Figure 10. The shoot sub-objects are labelled with
MATLAB function, which uses the general procedure outlined in [15]:
I L = bwlabel ( I B , NCONN )

(14)

where:
NCONN – 8-connectivity of object pixels (NCONN = 8),
IL – the label image for the connected objects.
The calculation of selected properties (e.g. areas) for all labelled objects of the image
IL have been done with the other MATLAB procedure regionprops in the following way
(Equ. (15)):

AL =

1
S F2

[regionprops( I L' ,

Area ') ]

(15)

where:
[ ] – casting from a structure array to the simple array of shoot object areas,
SF2 – the constant square of image xy-resolution in dpi2 units.
All inch measures are finally recalculated into cm (or cm2) units of SI system.

6. Experiments and conclusions
A series of length measurements for the 10 images of wheat shoots have been performed. They were made either manually, using a ruler with millimetre scale, and by one of
the automatic methods discussed above. The results are summarized in Table 1. Also the
measurements obtained with the simplified method from Equ. (11) have been included for
comparison. Both the control group of shoots and a group exposed to selenium were subjects to the measurements.
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Table 1
The summary of total shoot length measurement results using different methods

Image
number

Methods
manual (1)
mm

simplified (2)
mm

splines (3)
mm

1

165.00

169.16

162.19

2

175.00

187.89

176.99

3

183.50

192.85

181.32

4

197.25

203.09

195.98

5

181.25

187.84

182.29

6

193.50

198.93

191.20

7

176.00

185.26

177.36

8

195.50

201.54

192.25

9

200.25

207.41

198.42

10

205.25

218.50

207.07

The error rate of total length measurement method has been defined in relation to the
manual method as:
⎛
⎞
2 ⎜ ∑ Li ,( m) − ∑ L j ,(1) ⎟
⎜ i
⎟
j
⎝
⎠
em =
∑ Li,(m) + ∑ L j ,(1)
i

(16)

j

where Li,(m) – the length of i-th branch of shoot skeleton measured with the method m.
The measurement errors of simplified and spline methods are calculated relative to
the results of manual method obtained with maximum accuracy of ¼ mm because of ruler
scale. The error rates have been computed according to the formula in Equ. (16), instead of
using the average relative error of the skeleton branch length measurement. This is due
to the fact, that up to now the manual length measurements were carried out for the shoots
as a whole and the measurement precision of individual leaves has not been considered.
Additionally manual methods can sometimes detect small leaves invisible in the shoot
image, so the two different indexes i and j of length sums have been used in the numerator of Equ. (16). The difference of summary lengths is related to the average of these
lengths, because the deviation of measurements between manual and automatic method is to
be measured.
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Fig. 12. The error rate plots for the measurements of total shoot lengths with the methods 2
(m = 2) and 3 (m = 3) according to the Eqs. (11) and (13).

The error rates of the simplified image method (m = 2 in Fig. 12) are always greater,
than these obtained manually using the ruler, on average 4.2%. When tracking 8-adjacent
image pixels along skeleton branches, the obtained sum of neighbour pixel distances is
usually greater than real branch length.
The measurement results presented in the paper have been used by biologists from the
Department of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry of University of £ód for further comparison of wheat growth in different conditions.
This drawback is avoided by sub-pixel following of the branches with the help of cubic
spline approximation (Eqs. (12) and (13)). Therefore the measurements with the spline
method oscillate around the manual results with the Equ. (16) errors in the range of
[1%,+2%].
The shoot area measurements were taken only for the comparison of shoot control
groups with those exposed to selenium. So the example results listed in Table 2 were not
related to manual measurements.
The execution times of the measurement algorithm for ten example images are shown
in Table 3. The times mainly depend on the sizes of images, which are cut as windows
around shoot objects from the whole A4 format at 300 dpi of horizontal resolution. The
average execution time in Table 3 is equal to 2.7 s and can be fully acceptable for the
considered type of measurements.
The method presented in the paper has two important parameters:
1) Lmin  pruning distance in the code in Figure 8 as the minimum number of pixels in
a shoot skeleton branch to be cut-off,
2) N  number of harmonics preserved at EFD contour smoothing.
Both parameters are available as controls in the main dialog window of the method’s
application to adjust them to different shoot types. The parameters are set intuitively, only
once for the given class of shoot objects and after the proper setting need not be change at
any measurement.
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Table 2
The summary of shoot main leaf area measurements for the control
and selenium treated groups of wheat seedlings
Shoot’s primary leaf areas
Image
number

mm2

Group (1)
selenium 15 μM
mm2

Group (2)
selenium 2.5 μM
mm2

1

483.68

480.30

346.50

2

545.65

484.10

637.86

3

484.62

608.75

447.47

4

553.92

530.75

509.49

5

518.63

532.88

520.05

6

450.72

535.45

446.11

7

413.30

445.59

434.82

8

546.36

567.88

563.82

9

410.44

560.21

563.35

10

679.85

559.77

505.15

average

508.7

530.6

497.5

Control group

Table 3
The spline measurement execution times for the example images

Image
number

Execution time
[s]

Image resolution
[px]

1

2.953

563×2030

2

2.589

650×1904

3

3.127

750×2017

4

2.082

463×2005

5

2.092

450×2042

6

2.407

463×2042

7

2.622

613×1942

8

2.637

575×2080

9

3.465

825×1929

10

2.804

625×2030
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